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This is an 8 step process cycle diagram of flat vector-based PowerPoint shapes. The 8 items
pinwheel design depict 3D shapes with the help of two-tone shading. This is an editable
template containing 2 sets of diagram overview and subsequent 8 slides to highlight each
section. These two sets of flywheel diagrams show slide templates with white and blue
PowerPoint Background. The 8 wing flywheel is the perfect layout to describe rotation or
never-ending processes. For instance, discuss a continuous business process or ongoing
activities through 8 steps process cycle. The flywheel itself is a metaphor for continuous growth
and development. It is also a useful analogy for business strategy implementation. The
PowerPoint diagram of flywheel illustrates paper pinwheel with bright shape colors. Users can
easily change colors of these 8 items from solid fill option in design format menu. It is an
appealing core concept PowerPoint diagram to demonstrate multiple processes or categories.
Such as core competencies in business model of company. The flywheel paper shapes
represent a sequence of segments in 8 steps process cycle. Further, text placeholders are
available to insert relevant labels and business information. The 8 steps flywheel diagram could
be shared with teammates via Google Slides Themes. The 8-Item Flywheel Diagram Template
could display a loop of monitoring and control processes in project life-cycle. This business
cycle diagram template will help provide a brief summary of activities that are required for
successful project. Therefore, 8-item PowerPoint Templates are useful for both business
presentations and educational training materials. You must be logged in to download this file.
Favorite Add to Collection. Item Details 18 slides Category Diagrams Rating. How to get this
PowerPoint Template? Subscribe today and get immediate access to download our PowerPoint
templates. Subscribe Now. To browse Academia. Skip to main content. Log In Sign Up.
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Download PDF. A short summary of this paper. Turning 16 2. Turning Moment Diagram for a
Multicylinder Engine. Fluctuation of Energy. Determination of Maximum Introduction
Introduction Fluctuation of Energy. The turning moment diagram also known as crank- 7.
Coefficient of Fluctuation effort diagram is the graphical representation of the turning of Energy.
It is 8. Coefficient of Fluctuation of is taken as the ordinate and crank angle as abscissa. Tur
ning Moment Diagram ffor urning or a Single Energy Stored in a Flywheel. Cylinder Double
Acting Steam Engine Dimensions of the Flywheel A turning moment diagram for a single
cylinder Rim. The vertical Flywheel in Punching Press. We have discussed in Chapter 15 Art.
Turning moment diagram for a single cylinder, double acting steam engine. This is shown by
the curve abc in Fig. The curve cde is the turning moment diagram for instroke and is somewhat
similar to the curve abc. Since the work done is the product of the turning moment and the
angle turned, therefore the area of the turning moment diagram represents the work done per
revolution. In actual practice, the engine is assumed to work against the mean resisting torque,
as shown by a horizontal line AF. The height of the ordinate a A represents the mean height of
the turning moment diagram. Notes: 1. When the turning moment is positive i. Chapter 16 :
Turning Moment Diagrams and Flywheel l 2. When the turning moment is negative i. If T â€”T
mean is positive, the flywheel accelerates and if T â€” T mean is negative, then the flywheel
retards. We know that in a four stroke cycle internal combustion engine, there is one working
stroke after the crank has turned through two revolutions, i. Turning moment diagram for a four
stroke cycle internal combustion engine. Since the pressure inside the engine cylinder is less
than the atmospheric pressure during the suction stroke, therefore a negative loop is formed as
shown in Fig. During the compression stroke, the work is done on the gases, therefore a higher
negative loop is obtained. During the expansion or working stroke, the fuel burns and the gases
expand, therefore a large positive loop is obtained. In this stroke, the work is done by the gases.
During exhaust stroke, the work is done on the gases, therefore a negative loop is formed. It
may be noted that the effect of the inertia forces on the piston is taken into account in Fig.
Turning Moment Diagram for a Multi-cylinder Engine A separate turning moment diagram for a
compound steam engine having three cylinders and the resultant turning moment diagram is
shown in Fig. The resultant turning moment diagram is the sum of the turning moment
diagrams for the three cylinders. It may be noted that the first cylinder is the high pressure
cylinder, second cylinder is the intermediate cylinder and the third cylinder is the low pressure
cylinder. Turning moment diagram for a multi-cylinder engine. Fluctuation of Energy The
fluctuation of energy may be determined by the turning moment diagram for one complete cycle
of operation. Consider the turning moment diagram for a single cylinder double acting steam
engine as shown in Fig. When the crank moves from a to p, the work done by the engine is
equal to the area aBp, whereas the energy required is represented by the area aABp. In other
words, the engine has done less work equal to the area a AB than the requirement. This amount
of energy is taken from the flywheel and hence the speed of the flywheel decreases. Now the
crank moves from p to q, the work done by the engine is equal to the area pBbCq, whereas the

requirement of energy is represented by the area pBCq. Therefore, the engine has done more
work than the requirement. This excess work equal to the area BbC is stored in the flywheel and
hence the speed of the flywheel increases while the crank moves from p to q. Similarly, when
the crank moves from q to r, more work is taken from the engine than is developed. This loss of
work is represented by the area C c D. To supply this loss, the flywheel gives up some of its
energy and thus the speed decreases while the crank moves from q to r. As the crank moves
from r to s, excess energy is again developed given by the area D d E and the speed again
increases. As the piston moves from s to e, again there is a loss of work and the speed
decreases. The variations of energy above and below the mean resisting torque line are called
fluctuations of energy. A little consideration will show that the engine has a maximum speed
either at q or at s. This is due to the fact that the flywheel absorbs energy while the crank moves
from p to q and from r to s. On the other hand, the engine has a minimum speed either at p or at
r. The reason is that the flywheel gives out some of its energy when the crank moves from a to p
and q to r. The difference between the maximum and the minimum energies is known as
maximum fluctuation of energy. Determination of Maximum Fluctuation of Energy A turning
moment diagram for a multi-cylinder engine is shown by a wavy curve in Fig. The horizontal line
A G represents the mean torque line. Let a1, a3, a5 be the areas above the mean torque line and
a2, a4 and a6 be the areas below the mean torque line. These areas represent some quantity of
energy which is either added or subtracted from the energy of the moving parts of the engine.
Determination of maximum fluctuation of energy. Coefficient of Fluctuation of Energy It may be
defined as the ratio of the maximum fluctuation of energy to the work done per cycle. The
following table shows the values of coefficient of fluctuation of energy for steam engines and
internal combustion engines. Table Coefficient of fluctuation of energy CE for steam and
internal combustion engines. Type of engine Coefficient of fluctuation of energy CE 1. Single
cylinder, double acting steam engine 0. Cross-compound steam engine 0. Single cylinder,
single acting, four stroke gas engine 1. Four cylinders, single acting, four stroke gas engine 0.
Six cylinders, single acting, four stroke gas engine 0. Flywheel A flywheel used in machines
serves as a reservoir, which stores energy during the period when the supply of energy is more
than the requirement, and releases it during the period when the requirement of energy is more
than the supply. In case of steam engines, internal combustion engines, reciprocating
compressors and pumps, the energy is developed during one stroke and the engine is to run for
the whole cycle on the energy produced during this one stroke. For example, in internal
combustion engines, the energy is developed only during expansion or power stroke which is
much more than the engine load and no energy is being developed during suction, compression
and exhaust strokes in case of four stroke engines and during compression in case of two
stroke engines. The excess energy developed during power stroke is absorbed by the flywheel
and releases it to the crankshaft during other strokes in which no energy is developed, thus
rotating the crankshaft at a uniform speed. A little consideration will show that when the
flywheel absorbs energy, its speed increases and when it releases energy, the speed decreases.
Hence a flywheel does not maintain a constant speed, it simply reduces the fluctuation of
speed. In other words, a flywheel controls the speed variations caused by the fluctuation of the
engine turning moment during each cycle of operation. Thus, the energy from the power source
to the machines is supplied practically at a constant rate throughout the operation. It regulates
the mean speed of an engine when there are variations in the load, e. On the other hand, when
the load decreases, less working fluid is required. The governor automatically controls the
supply of working fluid to the engine with the varying load condition and keeps the mean speed
of the engine within certain limits. As discussed above, the flywheel does not maintain a
constant speed, it simply reduces the fluctuation of speed. It does not control the speed
variations caused by the varying load. Coefficient of Fluctuation of Speed The difference
between the maximum and minimum speeds during a cycle is called the maximum fluctuation of
speed. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of speed to the mean speed is called the coefficient
of fluctuation of speed. It varies depending upon the nature of service to which the flywheel is
employed. The reciprocal of the coefficient of fluctuation of speed is known as coefficient of
steadiness and is denoted by m. Energy Stored in a Flywheel A flywheel is shown in Fig. We
have discussed in Art. CS in Nâ€”m or joules R Notes. In the above expressions, only the mass
moment of inertia of the flywheel rim I is considered and the mass moment of inertia of the hub
and arms is neglected. This is due to the fact that the major portion of the mass of the flywheel
is in the rim and a small portion is in the hub and arms. Also the hub and arms are nearer to the
axis of rotation, therefore the mass moment of inertia of the hub and arms is small. Example
The mass of flywheel of an engine is 6. It is found from the turning moment diagram that the
fluctuation of energy is 56 kN-m. If the mean speed of the engine is r. The flywheel of a steam
engine has a radius of gyration of 1 m and mass kg. The starting torque of the steam engine is

N-m and may be assumed constant. Determine: 1. Kinetic energy of the flywheel First of all, let
us find out the angular speed of the flywheel after 10 seconds from the start i. A horizontal
cross compound steam engine develops k W at 90 r. The coefficient of fluctuation of energy as
found from the turning moment diagram is to be 0. Find the weight of the flywheel required, if
the radius of gyration is 2 metres. The turning moment diagram repeats itself at every half
revolution of the engine and the areas above and below the mean turning moment line taken in
order are , , 40, , , m m2. The rotating parts are equivalent to a mass of 36 kg at a radius of
gyration of m m. Determine the coefficient of fluctuation of speed when the engine runs at r. A
shaft fitted with a flywheel rotates at r. The torque of machine varies in a cyclic manner over a
period of 3 revolutions. Determine the power required to drive the machine and percentage
fluctuation in speed, if the driving torque applied to the shaft is constant and the mass of the
flywheel is kg with radius of gyration of m m. First of all, let us find the values of L M and NP.
The turning moment diagram for the engine may be assumed for simplicity to be represented by
two triangles. If the crank makes r. Also determine the crank angle at which the speed has its
minimum and maximum values. The point O represents the inner dead centre I. Crank angles for
the minimum and maximum speeds We know that the speed of the flywheel is minimum at point
C and maximum at point D See Art. The torque on the return stroke is sensibly zero. Determine :
1. From Fig. Coefficient of fluctuation of energy We know that coefficient of fluctuation of
energy, Max. A single cylinder, single acting, four stroke gas engine develops 20 kW at r. The
work done by the gases during the expansion stroke is three times the work done on the gases
during the compression stroke, the work done during the suction and exhaust strokes being
negligible. It is assumed to be triangular during compression and expansion strokes, neglecting
the suction and exhaust strokes. Each m2 of area represents 3 MN-m of energy. Assuming the
resisting torque to be uniform, find the mass of the rim of a flywheel required to keep the speed
between and r. The mean radius of the rim is 1. The areas below the zero line of pressure are
taken as negative while the areas above the zero line of pressure are taken as positive. If the
resisting torque is constant, find: 1. Power developed by the engine ; 2. The turning moment
diagram for one stroke i. Given The angular acceleration in the flywheel is produced by the
excess torque over the mean torque. The flywheel and the other rotating parts attached to the
engine has a mass of kg at a radius of gyration of 0. If the mean speed is r. The maximum
fluctuation of energy lies between C and D i. Maximum and minimum angular acceleration of the
flywheel and the corresponding shaft positions The change in torque must be maximum or
minimum when acceleration is maximum or minimum. The moment of inertia of the flywheel is
kg-m2 and the mean speed is r. Calculate : 1. Since the resisting torque is constant, therefore
the torque exerted on the shaft is equal to the mean resisting torque on the flywheel. Since at
points B and C, the torque exerted on the shaft is equal to the mean resisting torque on the
flywheel, therefore Fig. Dividing by 2. Dimensions of the Flywheel Rim Consider a rim of the
flywheel as shown in Fig. Rim of a flywheel. Consider a small element of the rim as shown
shaded in Fig. The intercepted areas between output torque curve and mean resistance line
taken in order from one end, in sq. Determine a suitable diameter and cross-section of the
flywheel rim for a limiting value of the safe centrifugal stress of 7 MPa. The width of the rim is to
be 5 times the thickness. The turning moment diagram is shown in Fig A single cylinder double
acting steam engine develops kW at a mean speed of 80 r. The coefficient of fluctuation of
energy is 0. A multi-cylinder engine is to run at a speed of r. Calculate the necessary moment of
inertia of the flywheel. Determine the suitable dimensions of a rectangular flywheel rim if the
breadth is twice its thickness. The turning moment diagram is shown in Fig. Therefore from Fig.
The turning moment diagram of a four stroke engine may be assumed for the sake of simplicity
to be represented by four triangles in each stroke. All the areas excepting expression stroke are
negative. Each m2 of area represents 14 MN-m of work. Assuming the resisting torque to be
constant, determine the moment of inertia of the flywheel to keep the speed between 98 r. The
rim cross-section is rectangular, one side being four times the length of the other. An otto cycle
engine develops 50 kW at r. The change of speed from the commencement to the end of power
stroke must not exceed 0. Find the mean diameter of the flywheel and a suitable rim crosssection having width four times the depth so that the hoop stress does not exceed 4 MPa. The
turning moment diagram of a four stroke engine is shown in Fig. Since the fluctuation of speed
is 0. Flywheel in Punching Press We have discussed in Art. The flywheel can also be used to
perform the same function when the torque is constant and the load varies during the cycle.
Such an application is found in punching press or in a rivetting machine. A punching press is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. The crank is driven by a motor which supplies constant torque
and the punch is at the position of the slider in a slider-crank mechanism. On the other Fig.
Operation of flywheel in a hand, the drop in speed of the crankshaft is punching press. Thus the
flywheel has to absorb excess energy available at one stage and has to make up the deficient

energy at the other stage to keep to fluctuations of speed within permissible limits. This is done
by choosing the suitable moment of inertia of the flywheel. Let E1 be the energy required for
punching a hole. This energy is determined by the size of the hole punched, the thickness of the
material and the physi- cal properties of the material. A punching press is driven by a constant
torque electric motor. The press is provided with a flywheel that rotates at maximum speed of r.
The radius of gyration of the flywheel is 0. The press punches holes per hour; each punching
operation takes 2 second and requires 15 kN-m of energy. Find the power of the motor and the
minimum mass of the flywheel if speed of the same is not to fall below r. A machine punching
38 mm holes in 32 mm thick plate requires 7 N-m of energy per sq. Calculate the power of the
motor required. The mean speed of the flywheel is 25 metres per second. The punch has a
stroke of mm. Assume that the motor supplies energy to the machine at uniform rate. A riveting
machine is driven by a constant torque 3 kW motor. The moving parts including the flywheel are
equivalent to kg at 0. One riveting operation takes 1 second and absorbs 10 N-m of energy. The
speed of the flywheel is r. Find the speed immediately after riveting. How many rivets can be
closed per minute? E1 10 Example A punching press is required to punch 40 mm diameter
holes in a plate of 15 mm thickness at the rate of 30 holes per minute. It requires 6 N-m of
energy per mm2 of sheared area. A punching machine makes 25 working strokes per minute
and is capable of punching 25 mm diameter holes in 18 mm thick steel plates having an ultimate
shear strength MPa. Estimate the power needed for the driving motor, assuming a mechanical
efficiency of 95 percent. Dtetermine suitable dimensions for the rim cross-section of the
flywheel, having width equal to twice thickness. The flywheel is to revolve at 9 times the speed
of the crankshaft. The permissible coefficient of fluctuation of speed is 0. The diameter of the
flywheel must not exceed 1. An engine flywheel has a mass of 6. If the maximum and minimum
speeds are r. A vertical double acting steam engine develops 75 kW at r. The maximum
fluctuation of energy is 30 per cent of the work done per stroke. The maximum and minimum
speeds are not to vary more than 1 per cent on either side of the mean speed. Find the mass of
the flywheel required, if the radius of gyration is 0. In a turning moment diagram, the areas
above and below the mean torque line taken in order are , , and mm2 respectively. The
intercepted areas between output torque curve and mean resistance line taken in order from
one end are , 23, , , , , , mm2, when the engine is running at r. Each mm2 represents 3 N-m.
Assuming the resisting moment to be uniform, find the mass of the rim of a flywheel required to
keep the mean speed r. The mean radius of the rim may be taken as 0. Also determine the crank
positions for the maximum and minimum speeds. A single cylinder, single acting, four stroke
cycle gas engine develops 20 kW at r. The work done by the gases during the expansion stroke
is 3 times the work done on the gases during the compression stroke. The work done on the
suction and exhaust strokes may be neglected. If the flywheel has a mass of 1. Assuming the
resisting torque to be constant, determine: 1. The power of the engine when the speed is r. The
machine is directly coupled to an electric motor developing uniform torque. The mean speed of
the machine is r. Find: 1. The moment of inertia of the flywheel is kg-m2 and the mean engine
speed is r. Calculate the power of the engine and the total percentage fluctuation of speed of the
flywheel, if 1. The resisting torque is constant, and 2. A single cylinder double acting steam
engine delivers kW at r. The maximum fluctuation of energy per revolution is 15 per cent of the
energy developed per revolution. The speed variation is limited to 1 per cent either way from the
mean. The mean diameter of the rim is 2. Find the mass and cross-sectional dimensions of the
flywheel rim when width of rim is twice the thickness. A steam engine runs at r. The areas above
and below the mean turning moment line taken in order are : , , , , , , and mm2. The mean speed
of the engine is r. Find also the suitable cross-scetional area of the rim of the flywheel. A single
cylinder internal combustion engine working on the four stroke cycle develops 75 kW at r. The
fluctuation of energy can be assumed to be 0. If the fluctuation of speed is not to exceed 1 per
cent and the maximum centrifugal stress in the flywheel is to be 5. The material of the rim has a
density of 7. A cast iron flywheel used for a four stroke I. The hoop stress developed in the
flywheel is 5. A certain machine tool does work intermittently. The machine is fitted with a
flywheel of mass kg and radius of gyration of 0. It runs at a speed of r. The machine is driven
continuously by a motor and each operation takes 8 seconds. When the machine is doing its
work, the speed drops from to r. Find 1. A constant torque 4 kW motor drives a riveting
machine. A flywheel of mass kg and radius of gyration 0. Each riveting operation takes 1 second
and requires N-m of energy. If the speed of the flywheel is r. A machine has to carry out
punching operation at the rate of 10 holes per minute. It does 6 kN-m of work per mm2 of the
sheared area in cutting 25 mm diameter holes in 20 mm thick plates. A flywheel is fitted to the
machine shaft which is driven by a constant torque. The fluctuation of speed is between and r.
The actual punching takes 1. Power required to drive the punching machine, and 2. Mass of the
flywheel, if the radius of gyration of the wheel is 0. The crankshaft of a punching machine runs

at a speed of r. This cycle is repeated during each revolution. Find the power of the motor and
the moment of inertia of the flywheel fitted to the machine. A punching press pierces 35 holes
per minute in a plate using 10 kN-m of energy per hole during each revolution. Each piercing
takes 40 per cent of the time needed to make one revolution. A cast iron flywheel used with the
punching machine is driven by a constant torque electric motor. The flywheel rotates at a mean
speed of r. Find : 1. Draw the turning moment diagram of a single cylinder double acting steam
engine. Explain precisely the uses of turning moment diagram of reciprocating engines. Explain
the turning moment diagram of a four stroke cycle internal combustion engine. Discuss the
turning moment diagram of a multicylinder engine. What is the function of a flywheel? How
does it differ from that of a governor? The maximum fluctuation of energy is the a sum of
maximum and minimum energies b difference between the maximum and minimum energies c
ratio of the maximum energy and minimum energy d ratio of the mean resisting torque to the
work done per cycle 2. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of speed to the mean speed is
called a fluctuation of speed b maximum fluctuation of speed c coefficient of fluctuation of
speed d none of these 4. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of energy to the, The maximum
fluctuation of energy in a flywheel is equal to a I. Related Papers. By Praful Anand. By achmad
abroori. By Pratap Reddy. A Textbook of machine design. By Karthikeya N and achmad abroori.
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sign up. Strategic Discipline's focus on priorities, meetings and metrics made a significant the
difference in our ability to achieve our targets. The difference we've seen compared to other
business development processes within a very short period of time, in some cases within days
or even hours is you end up with actual work product, deliverable plans and agendas that help.
Doug's Four Decisions Workshop has allowed our company to focus on our top priorities for
the year. With the use of the 1 page strategic plan, company and individual dashboards we are
better able to track performance and measure results. For the first time we have a clear
company goal with everyone working towards that common goal. We are extremely excited to
continue working with Doug in the future. Daily Huddles are by far the best thing we've learned.
Lots of our operations decisions have been made through the use of the daily huddle process.
Having four daily huddles each day is a pain, yet it's the most productive and best thing that's
happened to me as a manager. Just wanted to let you know our first Supper Huddle was a huge
success!! Your help certainly was beneficial in its success!! Thanks again for all of your help!!!.
This improvement drove the revenue and gross margin numbers up, as well as helped
considerably in reducing warehouse, merchandising, and delivery costs. Do you believe in
Good to Great as the pattern to build a Great Company? Big winners take their flywheel from ten
turns to a billion turns. As opposed to companies who crank through ten turns, then decide to
start over with a new flywheel. They push that flywheel to ten turns, and again divert energy to
yet another new flywheel. Apply your creativity and discipline to each and every turn with as
much intensity as when you cranked out your first turns on the flywheel, nonstop, relentlessly,
ever building momentum. If you do this, your organization will be much more likely to stay out
of How the Mighty Fall and earn a place amongst those rare few that not only make the leap
from good to great but also sustain it to become built to last. One of my former customers
achieved great success as he discovered and applied the principles of Good to Great. Collins
shares a Map in the Appendix on how all the pieces of Good to Great fit together, including the
Flywheel. Growth demands Strategic Discipline. To build an enduring great organization you
need disciplined people, engaged in disciplined thought, to take disciplined action, to produce
superior results, making a distinctive impact in the world. Discipline sustains momentum, over
a long period of time, to lay the foundations for lasting endurance. Positioning Systems is
obsessively driven to elevate your teams Discipline. Your business dramatically improves
forecasting, accountability, individual, and team performance. Meeting Rhythms achieve a
disciplined focus on performance metrics to drive growth. Positioning Systems helps your
business achieve these outcomes on the Four most Important Decisions your business faces:.
We align your business to focus on Your One Thing! Contact dwick positioningsystems. The
Flywheel is one piece of the puzzle for building your business from Good to Great. Positioning
Systems Brand Promise. Doug Wick, President. Positioning Systems. The Strategic Discipline
Blog focuses on midsize business owners with a ravenous appetite to improve his or her
leadership skills and business results. Strategic Discipline Blog. What follows is a shorten
version from the book, with my personal comments. Create a list of replicable successes your
enterprise has achieved. Variations on an essential idea count as replicable successes; for
example, Vanguard created a plethora of low-cost mutual funds variations , all consistent with
the underlying flywheel. This is more difficult than it might sound. Compile a list of failures and
disappointments. This should include new initiatives and offerings by your enterprise that failed

outright or fell far below expectations. Believe it or not this is easier, although in some cases it
can be more difficult if you tend to want to forget when you failed. In most cases we learn more
from failure than we do from success. Pattern recognition. What follows next? And next after
that? Each component of the flywheel should feed into the next stage of the flywheel. Outline
the path back to the top of the loop and be able to explain why this loop cycles back upon itself
to accelerate momentum in your particular context. Expect a good deal of debate and
discussion. Vangua
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rd spent 2 days with Collins in Colorado hammering theirs out, and Amazon took a great deal of
time to make sure their Flywheel was correct. Diagram the entire loop using four to six
components. The examples in the book, and those I shared from Amazon , and Ware Elementary
, will be helpful to understand Test the flywheel against your list of successes and failures.
Does your empirical experience validate it? Tweak the diagram until you can explain your
biggest replicable successes as outcomes arising directly from the flywheel and your biggest
disappointments as failures to execute or adhere to the flywheel. Challenges of Scaling Up a
Business. Subscribe to Email Updates. Positioning Systems Brand Promise 1. Priorities :
Determine your 1 Priority. Achieve measurable progress in 90 days. Metrics: Develop
measurable Key Performance Indicators. Meetings : Establish effective meeting rhythms. Our 3
disciplines include: - Priorities - Metrics - Meeting Rhythms. Latest Posts. Browse by Tag.

